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CHAPTER I 

.̂Hg. 

^ ', - ̂ PIUHAL-FQRMS Ai^ DEFIITITIOITS 

Let us give the generikl form and definition of 

A trilifiear form of 3a variables as follows: 

Defiaition: A polynomial in the 3n variables (x, — 

x^), (y, y^), and {z, z^) is 

•ailed a trilinear form if each of iti terms is of 

the first degree in the x*s, in the y's, and in the 

z*s. Thus, for the n = 3 we have the most general 

trilinear form. 

r 
Arr 

^{31 ^t % ^/ 
a^A/X^ya. Z/ 

*zj/3C^J^ Ẑ  
s-jx/ x^y^ z, s-^ii^jy*. ̂ z 

a^/jX^y, Zj 

*327 x^ y^ z 3 

*35A ^ ^ y ? */ ^jjA-^jij '̂ i. ''jsjs ̂ ^ y ^ ^: 

This matrix has three plates, each plate having 

three rows and three columns. Tliis ma,kes a total 

of n^ terms in the trilinear form of 7>n variables. 

Ofcourse, eight terms of plates one and two can not 

be seen in the above figure as plates one and two 

are partly hidden. The subscripts â ^̂ are explained 

m^At 
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asJfellowsi The 3 in aĵ /is the plate number, 2 is 

the nunbsr of the row, and I is the number of the 

column. It is elear that the rows and columns are 

the same in the eubie matrix as in the ordinary 

matrix previously studied while the plates are so 

numbered that plate one is farthest in the baek-

graund. 

This trilinear form can be written in the 

simplified form 
3 

and, in general, we may denote the trilinear form 

in ."̂n variables as follows: 

(1) ^a^-.^x-y^.Z/, 

Definition: The matrix 

a 

a /,/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

V/7/ 

I 

^i/7/ 

3// 

a 3/7/ 

nrt 

"•xirr 

^Z/i7 
I 

I 

a 'ilTf^ 

is called the matrix of the form one; its determi

nant, the determinant of the form; and its rank is 

the rank of the form. A trilinear form is called 

singular whsa, and only when, its determinant is 

zero. Ths matrix of plates one, two, and three are 

ki/Li^. 
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callod matrices Ei, âj,, and â  respectively. 

Deriving tkt Trliiaoar Form: The trilinear form (l) 

may be obtained by*starting from a system of n linear 

forms in z*s of matrij: a_̂ , multiplying them respec

tively by. ŷ ,r,>ŷ r rŷ  asd adding thom 

together to obtain the biliaeaf form in 2a variables 

in y«»>aad zĵ s. We then multiply the bilinear forms 

successively by x̂ ,̂ x^, -.:r,x̂ , change the 

coefficients of each term arbitrarily, and obtain n 

plates as shown on page one in the trilinear form 

of 3n variables. * 

Wo find that we can also start from a system 

of n linear forms in y*s whose matrix is the conjugate 

of â ,̂ multiply them by Zĵ , 22** ""' » z^respec-

tively and add the terms together to get the bilinear 

forms in y*s and z's. We then multipljr each of the 

n^ terms by k̂ X̂ĵ , then by k̂ <:X̂ ', , k̂ .̂x̂ ( i=ri,. 

n^) to get the n plates that produce the tri

linear forms. 

By further investigation we find that we can 

start with a syr.tem of n variables in x^ x and 

multiply each of the terms by ŷ  y^until we 

have the first or left columns of the three plates. 

Wo shall call such combination the "left file" or 

"file 1". By multiplying the terms of file 1 by ĉ .ẑ  

Q^lZ^vt obtain the n files, each file contain-

tho corresponding columns of the n plates. 
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Also, Jyj using the terms x_̂ - x^ and z^ — 

2^ ^ff^ ean ebtain a system of n^ terms made up 

of the top layer or layer 1. We can multiply the 

top layer successively by ŷ t yw > change 

coefficients arbitrarily, and ebtain n layers. 

Therefore, we shall hereafter refer to the 

following terms: 

1. Rows and columns shall be the same as 

in the bilinear forms. 

2. Plates shall contain the usual rows 

and columns, the farthest plate in the 

background being plate 1. 

3. Layers shall contain a ?et of corre

sponding rows, the top rows being the 

terms of the top layer or layer 1, 

4. Files shall contain a set of corre

sponding columns, the left columns being 

the terms of the left file or file 1. 
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CIUPTER II. 

EUTES, LAYERS, AlTD FILES 

General Determinant: .Let us now investigate, a 

method for finding the determinant^d of the form 

(a) on page 1, There are thirty-six possible 

combinations of product terms in which a term in 

each of the. three plates is used. Each product t.*2r 

term is a term in plate 1, a term in plate 2, and 

a term in plate 3 written in the prescribed order. 

Each of the three terms is also found in a separate 

layer and in a separate file so that a product term 

has a member from each plate, each layer, and each 

file. 

Th* order of the plates in each product term 

is 1, 2, and 3 while the order of the layers and 

files may be'interchanged throughout the process. 

The sign of each term depends upon the nuraber of 

inversions of the recond and third subscripts in a 

product term. An even number of inversions gives 

a positive term while an odd number of inversions 

gives a negative term. The following is by defini

tion the value of the determinant (d) of matrix (a): 

*•*•/>* ^itt^nji + *//a *1J/ ̂ 113 "̂  *//! O-xis*?*/ " *//x ^233^3«Li 

"T*|f/3 t^-Xxi *JJ1 " */'J *M/ *n« "• *//! **»» ^33/ "/" ^f/y ^131^3X1 

"*/ai*X,l*333 "^ •'/x»*V2*3/5 "^^/Xl ^2t3^33X~ */*/ ̂ ajJ^J/a 
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-a;jt^ a ^„ %S32 '^^ijuy^a/a. ^9t( "^ •'/M *»-" *7/*- " */l5 *«5* ''J/' 

' a,j|̂  ^Xt-L^ZiS" ^13/ ^XlJ^Stx" ^131 ^211^3/3 'f'^13/ *22.3*^'*-

"^iSJL^^fl a^ij '•h^/:sz ^XI3^3Zi "f" ^Jiz^'2.zi ^313 " a / 3 z ^ 2,̂ 3 a 7// 

•?̂ >" The above thirty-six terms constitute the . 

Cubic determinant of the third order. Thus, it 

is easy to determine the value of -the determinant 

of a special trinomial form by merely substituting 

the coefficients in the above form. 

Classifying the Terms of a Detenn.inr..nt: 

(1) The thirty-six product terms of a 

cubic determinant of the third order nay 

be divided into nine rows of four product 

terms each, two positive and two negative. 

(2) All of the said rows contain a definite 

term in plate one. The first row contains 

â/̂  , the second row contains a,,̂ , the third 

rew contains â ^̂  , etc, until all the terms 

ef plate one have been given a row of four 

product terms each. 

(3) The first three rows of product terms 

are built around the first row of plate one, 

the second three around the second row of 

plate one, and the last three around the third 

row of plate one. 
' • 5. 

(4) Each product term is positive or negative 
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depending, upon tiLO ̂ n^mboj ,of intoreha-nges 

of oubsorj-pts as inontionod on^tho bottoia 

Interchanging pf Layers: In the ordinary determi

nant wo .found t̂ .t the interoh».Bging. ef rows and 

columns wou^d^give tko» same absolute value with the 

sign clâ gejl or un.o|ianged depending upon the ©dd or 

even numberof^interchanges made. Let us now think 

of the cubiodeterninant as made up of plates, layers 

and files and investigâ te the interchanges of the 

same. 

We will first investigate the quertion of inter

changing layers one and two, which are the toî  and 

middle set of rows, respectively. We shall write 

the matrix of this new form as follows: 

a. 

a#jL/ 

a<i/ 

* / s / 

a ixx. ^H-3 

a Z a / 

a a.// 

a^t^^ a «-J3 

a 3a/ 

* 3 / / 

• •JJ / 

a ^ i a . 

a 3/v 

^33Z 

* 3 a - ^ 

* 3 / 3 

^3:>y 

We shall write the determinant (d^) of the above 

matrix as follows: 
-s '. . . 

~»~ */W *a/i.*«?" *''»V *4/3 ^33i. " ^/V *iJt.*?/3 "^ */»! *»jja 3/A 

>t'.-:. 

i.:. l!»:'̂ . 
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-f*a3*a//•'»2.*' a,fcjaa^,ta,j/- a,^ aj , , a,^,.-f-a,i.ja^a.aj// 

•a,;; ^xxx^33» "^••/// a^xja,,! -f-a,^, acy^a,^- a,// ax.sja3»a. 

•f"*y/i •'AA/a,,, - a;,4 aiLijaj,/- a,,t ^i3i^3zy ~^^iit. aajjaa,*/ 

e"j -a/,3 aijL/aj,2-fr-E//, a^Kaj:;/ "h^/fs ••a^*34a" ••//5*aA*3:2' 

^7 -fafj/ aii^aj/^ - â ^̂  ̂ a.*3^3iz " a,j/ a2/2a32.7 "^^tsi ^i/s^^it. 

"^/jx a 12/a J/J -h9,fy^ ^xx3^3/i -^ a,,2. a /̂/ â ^ -̂ a/j^a^/; asa./ 

-^a^jja^jya^^ - â î â̂ ^̂ a,,/ - ^tjj ^xn ̂ ^21 "^*'/33*;i/i*'3z/ 

An investigation of d̂  shows that each of the 

product terms in d^ corresponds negatively with each 

of the product terms in d en page 5. That is 

djF-d 

In determining the sign of the product terms 

of d^ we use the same rule as used in determining the 

signs of the product term.s of d. That is, in plate 

1 the terms in the upper left hand corner belongs to 

a positive product term while all the following pro-

duet terras are positive or negative depending upon 

the even or odd number of interchanges ef subscripts 

provided that in the c^re of the second subscripts, 

the order 213 iP the "non-inverted" order, Tnis will 

preserve the original sign for a tormrin a given 

position in the determinant. 

Tharefore, we have established the fact that 

the interchanging of the first and second layers of 

a cubic determinant of order three will change the 

sign of the determinant. By a similar argiunent we 
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Slay aaslly akow. tlMit the interehanging of the second 

and third layors also cJ&anges tkê  sign of the deter

minant. 

Wo have now established the fact that the inter

changing of two adjacent layers will change the sign 

of the determinant. It follows that the interchang

ing of any two layers, whether adjacent or not, will 

change the sign of the determinant since such inter

change amounts to an odd number of successive inter-

V5J 
changes of adjacent layers. 

Interchanging of Files: In the ordinary determinant 

we discovered that the interchanging ef two columns 

changed the sign of the determinant. In the cubic 

determinant the files are only the corresponding 

columns of the three plates. The left file contains 

the three columns number 1 and is called file 1. The 

middle file contains the middle columns and is file 2, 

The right file is file 3. Wo will new interchange 

files 1 and 2 and write the matrix a^ as follows: 

//' 

'itz-

Vja. 

*/// •%lj 

a *// '213 

311 

•3X1 

*»/ 

^313 

a^ij 

•»7 

:y',v4;: 
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Wt s h a l l then w r i t e t h e d e t e r m i n a n t of a^, a s f o l l o w s : 

djĵ  ^ ^i/x^xxi a,,^- a„ t a^aja^/ - a,,^ aj^^; B.^23 "̂  *//». *iJ3^3>-< 

-a^i, a^i^a^^ -^a/,/ aj.j.ja3jL -/- a,„ ai^;ia3jj- a,// a2.^3ajzt. 

~\-9Lfi^9i'iL^tfhi/ " ^fi3 a^a/aaj*.- a//jj au^^ax/ •'' ^-//j a^x/aaa-*-

, , , ' ^ • 

*"*i*J *X// *37J "̂ */AA *W3 -̂as/ -f'^/ii ^3/ ^313 " ^^2X ^733^3/1 

-f-a/a.; a ^ ^ a ^ j j - â ^̂ , a^^^^a^j^- a,^, a^^^a^,^ -/- a,^, a^j^a^^^ 

-a^^jai/^aaa, -i"^ 12.3^3.11 ^331 -h^I^^XJX^^H - a,^^aa,/.a3/2. 

"raysi^'xiiagzj- a^jxa^/ja^^/- a^^j^xx/^3/5 ' ^/jx^*-^'^3// 
"^131 a^/z^-axJ "^131 ^943 ^3xx -^^i3l ®'x*-*-^3l3 " ^/3/ ^ZZ3^3/Z 

Here in applying the inversion rule to determine 

the signs of the terms we note that the non-inverted 

order for the third subscripts is 213. An investi

gation of the above terms shov/s that dĵ  is only the 

negative of d and we have 

Similarly the interchanging of files 2 and 3 changes 

the sign of the determinant. 

We have established the fact that we may inter

change two adjacent files of a cubic determinant and 

change the sign of the determinant. It follows that 

interchanging two non-adjacent files, which involves 

an odd number of successive interchanges of adjacent 

files, will, therefore, change the sign of the deter

minant. 

Interchanging of Plates: While the interchanging of 

layers and files in the cubic determinant compares 
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with the interchanging of rows and columns in the 

ordinary determinant, we have an entirely new study 

in tho problem of interchanging plates. We shall 

now interchange plates 1 and 2 and vrrite the matrix 

ajj as follows: 

9.^ •^-' 

a 4// 

a^T./ 

a 'X3J 

a/// 

a a/x- a 2./J 

3 / / 

a .?«/ 

a g j / 

/ / i V/JJ 

a J / 2 

a J 4.2 

•3JZ 

a 5 / j 

a 313 

•353 

Let the determinant of a^ be d^. In interchanging 

plates 1 and 2 we find that such change involves 

the interchanging of the first subscripts in the 

first two terms of each product term. Thus, the 

terms of d(page 5) become as follo\7s in d3: 

(d) (d,) 

/̂// ^xxi.^33j become â ,, a.̂^̂ â̂ 3̂ 

- 9.f2,^9.j^y^3.jj/ become — ^i.x3^i3t^3/i 

^i3x^Vf^3x3 "become - a„̂ a,„ â ^̂  

TW^ 
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until wo have examined the thirty-six 
product terms. 

In dg, â /a,iza3,j is positive by virtue of its 

location within the determinant and corresponds in 

both value and sign with the seventeenth product 

term of d(page 5) which is also positive. Tho only 

difference between the two equivalent terms is tho 

order in which the three factors are written. An 

examination of the thirty-six product terms will 

also reveal tho fact that each term in djcompares 

in value and sign with a term in d with tho order 

of the factors different. Such study leads to the 

equality: 

d3=d 

We may arrive at a similar conclusion if we 

interchange plates 2 and 3 and notice the inter

change of the first subscripts between the last 

two terras of each product term. It will then follow 

that interchanging any two plates either an even or 

an odd number of times will not change tho sign of 

the determinant. 

Theorem 1: If two layers are identical the value 

of tho determinant is 0. 

Proof: Lot D =• the given determinant 

** D'rrthe determinant with tho two 
Identical layers interchanged. 

Thon D'=̂  D (Identical matrix and 
determinsoat) 
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andD»^=i^-.D (Interchanging of layers) 

Thorofore D =̂̂  -B (which can bo true iff and 

only if, D—0) 

Lot us take an example from a general deter-

minant in which we make layers 1 and 2 identical. 
. - , • " • : ' • i \ » • • -

•• - '- •• - :>• • . -a^ ' • 

We will then find that 

A —— ^f 

^111 

9. Ill 

9-131 

aa.ij 

9- ItT. 

.. —,<^-...._.~.~*aa/«. 

a 3// 

9.2,1 

^113 

a J/J. 

a 2 / j 

%»3 

a ^ / j 

£.;^{ 1-53/ "JJZ •J3J 

Wo will then write the determinant D and D* as follows: 

D ~ D - =g'a^7»s ft^^.9^j * ar777-a.5ŝ j.a3j3, - aTTr-a^j^ a^^^ -f-a^ji 0ii5,..a2ji 

'^ 111 * IH ^ 311 "^ 

-A 

?3;) 

II 

" ^777 ^ i.Jj'* JL/Z 

= 0 

Thoorom 2* If two files are identical the value of 

the determinant is 0, 

. ^ . ^ i < ^ : . 
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•3''.: 

.-Proof: The proof used in Theorem 1 will 

also prove Theorem 2 since the interchang

ing vOf i two files has the same effect as the 

lattrchanging of two layers. 

Theorem 3: tif two (or throe) plates are.identical, 

D is not necessarily 0. 

Proof (1): Let us write a matrix with two 

identical plates as follows: 

a = a' z^ 

«?i. ' ' ' •0 5».t 

/ / / IIL V/5 

V2/ 

Vj / 

i i 

9-in 

9'/xl 

'//a. a IIJ 

9.y,t " 

9.3Z/ 

^331 

* 3 / 2 . 

9>32.Z. 

• •3?2 

*:?// 

a 7*5 

9-333 

The fo l lowing i s the determinant of matrix a and a»: 

D = D =::a///a,jj^a333- ®'"'a^^jaaji,- a,,, â ^ ajj^^-pa,,, 9.,j^9.ja.3. 

—a//xa/z(a^jj-f-a^/^a/ijaj,/ -^-a/z^a/j/ a,a.j— a/zxâ ^̂  â »/ 

-/^//j a,x/a^^ — a//j a/s.za3j/ — a,,j a,,, a_jn.-/- â /j a,,̂  a^*/ 

—a/x/a/d ajjj -ra,i;a„j a-s î-f-a;,.! a,j2,a /̂j— a,i/ayj a3/2. 

'T'^tt.i.9.//, 9,33y — 9.t2.3t.9.jjf aj/j — a/^ja^/ja^j/ ~̂  a/2.2 a,̂ , a a// 

••*/x3*/" *3jx "T-a îja î a^j, -̂  â î  a,,, aj;^ - â ĵ a/j^a^n 

r^a,3/ a//2 a3;i3 - a,3/ a,/5 â ^̂ - a,,, a,ij a /̂j -t- â ,̂ â ^̂  â ,̂  

~*/jx*/// ajrj-/- a/,i a /̂j â ,̂ / -/-a,̂ ^ a/,.; *3/3~ a/̂ â,̂ ^ a /̂, 

"^••/iJ * / / / • ' j x a " * / « * / / t * » a - / " * / 3 J * /x/ * j , i "^ •'/J3 */<.,. * "3// 
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'! A«^ 

^=2(a,,,*a,^jjaj3rj) •» 2{^fff9.fx3^s3x} " 2(a///a,,ia^3/ 

-r2(ay;, ^/33^3xx) - ^\^/fz^/xt^333f •-+"2(a,,j.a,t3aj,^; 

-4- 2(a/i|̂  â jy a/z?) - 2(a/̂ .̂ a^j,a,̂ .*) ^ 2(a,,^ a/̂ / a,,^ j 

~2(a/;5a;a.2*33/) " 2(a,/3 a,3^a^ ,̂) -^2{9.,/, 9.,3^9.^0.,) 

-T'2\9.i^i9.,32.9.^f^) - 2[^/i, ^,yy9-g/^j - 2va,ita,j, ajoj 

•r'2la/ ia.a/53a3//} ''^2\9.i^^9.,ji9,^,^) "^ 2\9.,^f9>i2j9,.y,^} 

Wo find that the identity of two plates does 

not necessarily make the determinant become zero. 

In faoty if two plates, two layers,^or two files 

are identical,^the thirty-six product terms will 

have a duplication in value, there being eighteen 

pairs of equal product terms. In ease of identical 

layers or identical files the similar product terms 

are opposite •'in̂ sign and cancel, making the deter

minant equal to zero. In the ease of identical 

plates the corresponding product terms are similar 

in sign and combine. 

Proof 2: Let us suppose that the three plates are 

identical. We then have the matrix a«: 

a'̂ =̂  

aui 

*/ai 

•/3/ 

pr^durti 

* / x / 

•//z a 113 

9.1/2, ^1/3 

9.111 

* / i / 

^131 

9-112, 

a/ia. 

* » 3 J . 

9-113 

^ti.3 

*o. 
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• Wa i r i l l now w r i t e tho determinant D« as f o l 

l o w s : 

"a,'>xa/x»ay35~'"a^ia/23a/3/ ^'*//xa,,| a,^^- a f̂̂ a^^a^ ,̂ 

"**/«.;*//« */33 "+" *; i^ *;/J */3^ ^^ixJ^I3x^li3 " ^^x/ ^ / y j ^ //x 

+ * / z x * / / / */35 " * /2 i *//J */^/ " ^//.z ••/:?/ * / /3 ~^^IZX^/33 ^Jll 

—a,i3a//^ a//i -f â ^̂ â ^̂  â ^̂  -t 9,,^j9.fjf_9.y^ - a^^^a^^^a,/, 

"'"*/3/ */'! * /x3- a,3, a;,_j a^^- â ^̂  ^/n*//? ~^^/si ^1x3^112. 

"^ISZ. ^11/ */Z3 "^^131 *//3 ^'1/ "^ */». */«-/ ®'//5 " */3i */i3 */// 

-f-a^j^ja,,/̂  9.123," a,jja,,^ â ,̂ - a^jja^j ,̂ a;/^ -^9.^^^ 9.,2^^9.11/ 

i:iV -:z=i6(a,;,a,^2.*/3^/ - - c ( a , , » a,.i^a/j2.} - o(a,;2.a,x» a/^j,) 

"̂ ^̂ (â ĵ̂ a/T̂ jâ j,) "r 6(a,̂ ja,̂ , a,j2.) - 6(a„̂ a,;tia;,; } 

I' Thus,': in the case of all three of the plates 

being identical we find that the thirty-six product 

terms group themselves into six different sets of 

six identical terms each, all six identical product 

terms having the same sign. 

Theorem 4: If all the terms of a certain plate are 

equal to zero, the determinant is zero. 

Proof: Each product term in the determinant 

is the product of 4ho three terms, one from 

each of the three plates. 

Therefore, each product term is the 

product of zero and two other terms. 
.1 . . • 

It then follows that the thirty-six 

product terms arc all equal to zero. 
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Corol^a^cy J; If â Ll̂  the terms of a ce*^ai» layer 

arc zero, t^o 4etcrminaat is zero, 

Corolla3fy 2: If all the terms of a certain file 

are zerof tha daterminant is zero, - •••/•'TJI^J^-H 

-iftroof: Tho proof of these two corollaries 

is similar to that used in the proof of 

Theorem 4. ^r ẑ -

Interchanging of Files^with Layers: Wo found in 

tho study of tho ordinary determinant that we change 

rows to columns and the columns to rows without 

«ha^ging the value of the determinant. Let us 

investigate the similar proposition in which v/o 

interchange layers with files in the cubic deter

minant. We can then write the matrix in the follow

ing manner; 

\\ . . 

a' -= 

a in /3^l '131 

a«t 

"/fj 

"x*/ 

^%l% 

''XI3 

a 9.XI Z3I 

^311 

9,312-

9-313 

9.3zf 

^3XX 

^3Z3 

9-331 

9.33Z 

^333 

We shall thon write the determinant of a' as 

follows: 

d'=-a//, a^n •'jjj- ^(11 *xaj*jaf" */// ^Z3%^3zs 'i'9-,,, a^ja^, 

"^tXI *i/« *J3L3 "̂ /̂a'̂ -̂ /Ŝ Ml ' *^»/*»-^^3«" *'x/ *XJ3*»*X 

- -fliiMiiifiiV '. 
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"^^13/ ^X/X^SXi" * / 3 / *l/3 ^J**." * / J / *2.***3/J ' ' ' * /^ ' *a4J**». 

—a//i a ^ j ^ a ^ j j - f . a ^ / ^ a ^ j a ^ / -j-a^^a.a^j^^ a^^, - a^^^^;I35^7JLI 

•^^yia*!// ^ajs" */I.X***J ^ 3 3 / " a^^aa^ ,̂/ a^/^ -+" a, itaj^j^a;;// 

"*;j i^a./ / *3*^3 "^ *>!»*'ji/j*3x/ + a/^i.a^*/aj/?- a^^^a^^^a^^/ 

-y- ay,3 a^j, a , j i - a^ ĵ. 9^^^^^^^j^ 9.jjy a^^/a^^,* ~̂  *//3 *xax^^x i 

"^/XS ^JL// ^333.-^ 9,y2jQ.jL,2_9,j3/ -r 9,/^^ 9.2^/^3/2.^ ^/XS ^XJ2^3l/ 

•^9,,3y9,xi/9,32.x'' a/j_j a2/a.aj2/"• a/j^ a^^^a^yj-f- 9,^339.2.zx^j// 

An investigation of d* shov/s that wo have the 

determinant d on pages 5 and 6 with the exception 

of the order in which the nine rows of product terms 

appear. That is. 

d»=r d 

Wo find that interchanging files with layers has the 

same effect upon the cubic determinant that inter

changing rows with columns has upon the ordinary'-

determinant. Let us investigate the proposition of 

interchanging plates with layers (or files). We 

shall use the matrix with numbers on the next page. 

'J 
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r > ̂  ,'. -

'̂i 

We may think of this matrix as a box with a 

partition in tho middle. Let the ends of the box 

bo the first and third plates, lit shall now write 

the determinant d̂ ĵ in the following manner: 

d^^=r(l-l'0) - (1-0--1) - (I'O'O) -̂  (1--1-0) 

-(1.2'0) -f-(l'O--l) -h(l'l'O)- (1--1-1) 

-K2-2'-l) - (2-l'-l) - (2'1'0) -f- (2-0-1) 

zero for this entire rov*-' 

•f(l'.2'0) - (l'2'.l) - (I'l'l) -^(l'-l•0) 

-(2--2'-l)-/- (2'0--l) -V-(2-l'0) - (2-0'-2) 

-K-1'0'0) - (-1»2'0) - (-1*1»1) -^(.l^o-O) 

zero for the entire row 

•f(l'-2'0) - (.1'2*0) - (-I'l-l) -^(l-O-O) 

^ l - 4 - / - 2 - ^ 2 - l - ^ 4 - M - 1 — 4 

Let us now think of the box turned so that tho 
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sides will bo plates and the ends will be files. 

Wo shall *now write the determinant d^ as follows: 

tidĵ -txCa-l'-l) - (2-2--1) ^ (2'0'0) -f-(2-l-'0) 

-(2'1'-1)-^ (2*0#-l) -f- (2» 0-1) -i^(2*-l'0) 

H-(l*l*l) - (I'O'O) - (1-0*2) -H(l'-l'l) ^ ) . 

-(2*0#-l)-f- (2*-2--l}^(2' 0-0) - (2'-l-0) 

-/-and - zero^for the next rwo rows 

-f.(l* 0-1) - (l»-2-0) - (1--1-0) -f-(1 ' 2-0) 

-(-1-1-1)-/-(-I'l'O) --/-(-I'l-O) - (-l-O'O) 

—/-• "i. zero for this entire row 

3^-2-^4-^2-4-1 - l-f-4-f-l=9 

'Z^r<. Lot us now turn the box so that the two ends 

and the middle partition shall be layers and the 

top and bottom shall become plates. Then, we shall 

write the following determinant:-

dA —-^and - zero for the first two rows 

-+-(1- 2-0) - (l-l'-l) - (1 • 1-1) -^(1--1-1) 

. r, -(.2'0-l) H'(-2*0-0) - (-2*-l'2)-4-(-2-0-l) 

_-|- zero for this entire row 

-(2 - 1-0)-p(2-0--l) - (2'-l-l) -f-(2--l-l) 

I -f(l'0"—1) -/-(l* 0-0)--^ (1--1-0) - (I'-l-O) 

-(I'l'-l) - (l-O'l) - (I'-l-O) -4-(l - I'O) 
t 

-f(2'l»0)^- (2-0-1) - (2'-ia) -^ (2 • 1-0) 
f 

^ 1 - 1 - 1 - 4-f2 - 2H^1-^2^-2 

Thus we can see that interchanging plates with files 

or plates with layers, in this case and therefore in 

general, produces an entirely new determinant. 
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Theoraa 5: If all the elements of a layor (or file 

or plato) of̂  D are multiplied by the same number k, 

the value of thodoterminant is multiplied by k. 

^oof: Each product term^f D contains one 

and only one tarm of the layer (file or plate). 

When we multiply the elements of the said 

layer by k we have a determinant D' with k 

as a sommen divisor of all its terms. Thus, 

each term of D* is k times the eorresponding 

term of D, or 

' ,.,i D'^=:kD 

Corollary 1. A common factor kfof all the elements 

of a layer, file, or plate may be removed and written 

in front of the determinant. 

Theorem 6: If each element of some layer, file, or 

plate is expressed as the sum of two numbers, the 

determinant can be expressed as the sum of two deter

minants. Illustration: Prove that 

a«f 

^X3l 

V*//x~^*//i ) IIJ 

a '311 

^3X1 

'331 

(̂ â"/" ^/x. ) •X/3 

^^dix^^ii'-* 

\^339. ^33z) 

^3/3 

^3ZJ 

J33 



^K' W -A^l^" JtJJJ 

2 2 , 

a /̂ a,,, a <iX • * « « 

a" ^aix^jLia 

^311 

a ^ j j 

^ • j j / 

* 3 i a . * 5 0 

a^txa^ii 

^jjx^aas 

f W * / / x * / / - ! 

a*!/ â ^̂  9.^/3 

^hii 

% » 

^? / / * 7 / i ^3a 

9,ju a j i ^ a ^ ^ j 

a j j / a^jj^ 9.J33 

or D-D'-^D" 

The f i r s t three product terms of D are: 

^ l/l\^zxx ~^ 9. ^^^]9.232'^ 9.1,1 9,^^2,9.33^^-9. ,„ a^^^ 9.33J 

\9.„x'-^ 9. ff^ )9,,,^i9.3j3 "̂^̂^ a/ /^ a^j^, ajjjT* ^ ' / » - ^xx*^3JJ 

^ / / ^ ^ • i i / V ajj^^-f a ^ a a . } ':^ 9.ii'^9.n^f9.332.'^9.j,j^9.xx49. 332, 

An investigation shows that the first three- terms 

of D are equal to the sum of the corresponding two 

terms in D* and D". Further investigation leads 

to the fact that all the product terms of D are 

equal to the sum of the corresponding two terms of 

D* and D". Finally, therefore, we may conclude that 

D = D'4-D" 

Theorem 7: The value of a determinant is not changed 

if to each element of any layer (or file) we add k 

times the corresponding element of some other layer 

(or file). 

Proof: The proof will be found on the next page. 

•••-•^^^' 
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r 

D ' T=: 

.d 

a/« 

a ,g , 

(a,,^+la/,/ ) V/3 ..'V"? C-

a a i j 

^a«y-^-fka^;( / 
:.f-

'31/3 

* 3 / / 

^3X1 

^331 

V a^^^^-ka,,/ } 

V aj^x- fka^i / ; 

( a ^ j i - H c a j , / ) 

* 3 / J 

* ^ X 3 

* 3 3 3 

From Theorem 6 we f ind that 

^m 9.jij_ 9.fi3 Ja;// -Ka,!! a//3 

VK a^.// a^^,^ a 1/3 

* / 3 / ^x2i\9'y,, 9.^,1. a 

Z3/ 

'3 /^ 

* 3 a / ^-ax* ^-Jx^ 

* 5 ^ / ^312 *3^;J 

a / * ' 

•/a/ 

a^,, J^9.jj, 9.^,3 

* 7«./ p 3 / / *̂  a J,, B,3,j 

'13/ 9.yt.iKS.j^, 9.^2,3 

Q.y3,Ka.jyi a- ,33 

o r 

V'-=:V + k 

a / / / 

a vx/ 

• /3 / 

a XII 

a ^ a / 

^ 'X3 / 

• / / / •1/3 

a 3// 

a j i i 

''33/ 

a «.// 

7// 

'3X/ 

"371 

a i / 3 

* * 3 / 3 

a 
**33.^ 

But the above determinant that has the coefficient 

k is oqual to zero due to the equality of files one 

and two. Thus we have the relation 

D'=D, 
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The proof may obviously be adapted to deal 

with layers instead of files. Theorem 7, however, 

is not true for ]̂ lates because, if two plates are 

identical D Is not necessarily zero. 

J 

It ' 

i*";. 
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'' S 

" CJtAPTER n i , 

JOHOi^ O F T H E CUBIC MTEmrilTAETT 

Definition of Minors: In the ordinary determinant 

we found that minors are tho daterminants that 

remain after a certain row and a certain column 

containing one term in common were eliminated, For 

example. 

D=-

9-11 a,jr a,3 

*JL/ ^xx ^>3 

^3t ^3% ^'33 

9.// 

^Xf 

^a 

\ . 

» 

^n 

a./ 

a 
/5 

* . 3 

» 

^ / J . ^/3 

a a 
^X% '*23 

Each term is a one-rowed minor and the two rowed 

minors to be found 4n D are: 

and 

six other two rowed minors that might be worked out 

with a little further study. Te also learned that 

two minors that involved all the rows and all the 

columns ©f a determinant are called complementary 

minors. For example. 

F-
*•// ^-/z 

^Xl **» 

and lT=ra33 are complementary minors. 

Properties of I'inors: Let us now investigate the 

minors in a cubic determinant. The determinant from 

which we shall make this new study is on the next 

page. 

— - • - ' " • ' 
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Drr. 

lit ns 

9,t.xt 

* A 3 / 

a */2. Xf^ 

9-^ff 

^3X1 

* 3 3 / 

* 3 / i 

. _ *3*7-

^•332 

* 5 / 3 

*3«-J 

* ? 5 J 

Each of the twenty-seven terms in D is a one-layer, 

one-file, one-plate minor. Each two-plate minor has 

two layers, two files, and two plates. Each one-

plate minor has a complementary two-plate minor, 

whieh means that we have twenty-seven two-plate 

minors in the above determinant. 

Theorem 8: The product of each of the one-plate 

minors of platel taken successively with each 

corresponding two-plate minor, with signs determin

ed according to the rules of development in Chapter 

1, when added together will give the vnlue of the 

determinant D. For exam.ple, 

y=9.„^ , a one-plate minor 

^i3X 

a x^j 

, the complement of 1'. 
3Z3. 

*5J2. 

a 3XJ 

^333 

Tko product of these two complementary minors V and IT 

will bo .given by the following equation: 
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A.Li.^ 

.' •! • y 

lilT = a /// 

eU 

4. J ., v.'..« 

a 

.23X 32? 

^ 

— /̂z/ â ^̂ ajĵ  — â // aĵ ŝaŝ a- a,/̂  â _ŷ a32.j-f-a;// â ĵâ j-a-

The terms of this row are found by taking a,„ 

times the algebraic sum of the four product terms 

obtained by multiplying each term of plate 2 by the 

diagona,lly opposite term of plate 3, the sign of the 

product to"be determined by the inversion rule 

found in Chapter I. To obtain the second row of D 

on page 5 the one-plate minor will be a,,^. The two-

plate minor complementary with â ^̂  is 

and when properly multiplied will give the second 

row of d on page 5 in which every term contains 9.^,^. 

Thus, wo proceed with the other reven terms of plate 

1 combining with each of them its two-rowed minor in 

tho same manner that we did with a,„ and its minor. 

A further study will show that the one-plate 

••'^••.^ . ,i-i^. 
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minors of plato 2 when combined with their rospoe-

tiTo two-plat0 minors a^d adde<^ as in the ease of 
i 

plato one will l̂ ive determinant D with the terms 

arranged in a different order, Tho signs of tho 

minor products alternate in sign, the first minor 

product being positive. We may arrive at this con

clusion by virtue of the fact that we can inter-

change plates without changing the sign of the 

determinant. 

We shall now investigate the proposition of 

finding by minors the determinant of 

a / / / 

a/a» 

^131 

^041 

a //x U3 

^xix. 3L^3 

9.3,1 

9-3X1 

^33J 

^ 31X. 

a 3 1 4 

* 3 3 2 

a 3/3 

9-3X3 

9.333 

D=a;;/ 
*2.XX a X 2 J 

- a 
a 
Xil 

9.3SI 

"3xa 

• 3 J X 

i/x 

a XZl '•xxj 

a 
23/ 

-h^ir 
9.3X/ 

9-33/ 

^3x3 

"•333 

•XXI •XXX 

a 
X3l\ 

\ \ 

9.3i/ 

^331 

*3xx. 

'332, 

-a m 
9.^12 ^%IS 

-h9. 

a 
xn 

a 
7 « 

3 / t ^3/3 

"•SJJJ 

' 2 / / •a/.3 

a 
-a 

a,// 

9,331 

9-313 

^i33 

1X3 

9,ajt kX/X 

ZAt 
a 3// 

9,331 

^SIZ 

^73 X 

ayitî  
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^ 4 . / a . a 2 / j 

-^*/3/ I _4_l£*aa^^ 
P A * i 9, J13, ^311 

5 • 

i?v 

9>yx3 

^Xll •a / j 
.-/-a 

x// '•a/>-

rXJ 

••3/ / 

9-3 2/ 

^3U 

9.f2y 

'3/1 

a j x / a ? * * 

In the following multiplication each row of 

product terms will represent each of the minor 

products listed above. 

l)'=^9.f/, \9.2^^^B.333 — 9,2jM.3,9.33t_ — 9,332.9*3x3 ~^ 9.2j39.3z.t.) 

''9,/ix\^».%i9.j3j — 9,3^^9.331 — a^?/a^i?"''a^j^a-yj;/ 

' i 9 , i i 3 \9.%xi9,32i. — 9,aAx9.%y/ — a^j/a-y^-x~^aa.j2.a3*// 

""^•/x/vaflL/xa;333 - â ./̂  a^jj.. - a^s^as/^-f-a^y,a3;2. j 

r ^ / x x V ® ' * / / ® ' 3 3 3 " a a / g a ^ j / — 9.Z3, B.^^ -h 9.^339.3,,) 

'4 . 

- a , i 3 ( a ^ , , a «.;/«* 3 3;L • • 6» *5 i^O* a / x ^ 3 3 / — aa.3/a3;;^-/-aajj^a^// j 

^/jjv*x/ /a^ia. - a t̂y^ajji.; - 9.^^,^9,2/3 

I 9.1^1 {9.xiz9.32.3 " a;i./ja323L " 9.xa.x9.3/3 ^ 9.22.39.3^^} 

~^/3z Va^.//ajij — 9.^,39.331 - a^2/^3i3 •i^ait.jaj/^; 

"^ ^Xxi^33/ ) 

\fhen the above parentheses are cleared by the process 

of algebra we have the determinant that is to be 

found on page 5, 

Theorem 9: In any determinant D, if e is the ele

ment in the ̂ th plate, j^th layer, and k^th file, and 

if E is the minor of e, the terns of D involving e 

are -foB or -oE according as (j-hk) is even or odd. 

The value i has no effect upon the sign of eE, 

Proof: (1) Intercliange the j^th la^rcr with 

the one above it, then with the new one 

above it, etc,, until tho j^th layer has 

boeome the first layer. This will involve 
.ItXAS TECHf"''̂  

file:///fhen
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{J - 1) interchanges. In the resulting deter

minant. Interchange the kth file withithe 

one to its left, then with-the now file at 

its lOftJ etc. ,rtintil the kth file becomes 

the-first file. This will involve (k - 1) 

interchanges.e,The^element e is then^in the 

upper left hand corner of plate i. We shall 

call this new determinant D*. 

(2) In D* the minor*of e is E, because 

on blotting out the elements of the first 

file and first layer of D' we leave the 

elements of E in the order they had in D. is 

Thus^ by previous, discuss ion, the termslof 

D' involving e are given by eE. 

"t-t (3) D can be obtained by starting with 

D* and performing in roverre order the 

C(J - l)f-(k - 1)11 0^ (J-^^ - 2) inter

changes of step 1. Each interchange changes 

the signs of all the terms. Since eE gives 

the terms of D' involving e, the terms of D 

which involve e are eE or -eE according as 

(j-fk -2) is even or odd, or according as 

(J-f-k) is even or odd. 

(4) We have made interchanges sufficient to 

transfer a term from the position ijk to the 

position ill and have estpblished the fact 

that oE is ̂ or - according as (J-f-k) is even 
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or odd; Let ns interchange plates in D^ 

until plate i hasHbeaome*plate 1, This 

will involfo (1 - 1) interchanges in addi

tion to the (j-f-k - 2) interchanges already 

made. Let us call the new determinant D", 

Since the interchanging of plates does not 

change the sign of the terms we find that 

D « ^ D» 

But D»--f-D or -D according as 
(j-(-k) is even or odd. 

Therefore D"=-/-D or -D according as 
(j-^k) is even or odd. 

Therefore, oE is 4-or - according as (j-/-k) is 

even or odd but the value of i does not affect the 

sign of oE. 

Fethod of Expanding a Determinant D by Finors, 

According to the Elements of a Given Plate: 

(1) Multiply each element of the plate 

by its minor, and give the product a plus 

or a minus sign according as the sum of the 

numbers of the layer and file containing 

the element is even or odd. 

(2) Take the sum of the signed products. 

The sum is D. 

Proof: Each term in the expansion of D 

contains one and only one element of the 

given plate. Hence, the expansion is the 

sum of the terms involving the first ele^ 
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ment of the plate, plus the terms involv

ing the second element, etc., until all 

the elements of the plate have been used. 

• < • > - ? • •'•• 

:a.i*. 

It'" ' 
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